Discusses higher education's capability for change in a panel titled "Aspects of Educational Innovation." Professor Gerald Doppelt of the University of Pennsylvania philosophy department explores how changes have taken place in American higher education. He discusses the idea that education should be "the educated man." President Martin Rhodes of the University of Pennsylvania emphasized that "devote one year to the University to understand that Houston Hall is only the largest bedroom of the three-bedroom house."}

**UPCOs Leaders Seek to Revamp Structure of Student Government**

**By STEVE BIDDLE**

At the University's annual meeting of the University Paperwork Commission last Saturday, all student groups were invited to participate in the University's annual meeting of the Student Government. The meeting was postponed for the first time since the University's Annenberg School of Communication last year.

The ruling body of the student government, the...
The Romance Language Club in association with the History Dept. Film Course

Marcel Ophuls
the director of The Sorrow and the Pity will personally present the WORLD PREMIERE OF HIS NEW FILM AMERICA REVISITED
Tonight, February 26, 1973 University of Pennsylvania
Irvine Auditorium 7 p.m.
Admission for film and discussion period immediately following is $1

Classifieds

Blood & Plasma Donors Needed
School Organizations, Fraternities, Sororities & Clubs, Raise Funds for Your Treasury
CASH PAID FOR ALL DONATIONS
INTERSTATE BLOOD BANK OF PA. INC.
2503 N. Broad St.
(215) 228-2343
OPEN SAT. 9AM-1PM
IF YOU ARE BETWEEN THE AGE 18 & 65 AND IN GOOD HEALTH YOU MAY QUALIFY

The new Minolta SR-T 100 brings down the cost of moving up 10% OFF our "regular" price plus a FREE Minolta Deluxe III Flashgun in each camera purchase.
This beautifully designed 35mm camera is moderately priced, and comes complete with camera covering up to $150 more.
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Post-Truce Fighting Continues

By United Press International
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TWO BIG SPECIAL NIGHTS AT STEAK & BREW

STEAK MONDAY. Monday nights are a
Steak Party! Our regular medium


ROASTEEF TUESDAY. Tuesday nights $3.95
can cost Prime Rib of Beef


USA. $4.95

Both nights' prices include all the food you can make, loaves and

leaves of bread and you may buy pitchers of draught beer.

It's always an informal party at Steak & Brew.

The Daily Pennsylvantan

The Quakers moved back from the top of the list and allowed Elysian
to pip the headline in its response coordinated with a 15-topic program

and immediate election and immediateItemClick.
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Abortion Argument Absurd

Maria Puglisi's contention that a woman has a moral right to abortion as their primary means of control and a right to choose illegal immorality is one that many people feel is a direct attack on their right to life. Abortion is a fairly new concept and has not been the focus of serious study, but it is popular. Some people may find it difficult to understand why abortion is not acceptable to them, but it is important to recognize that the right to choose abortion is not a right to choose immorality.

One of the main arguments against abortion is that it is morally wrong. However, this argument is often based on the belief that abortion is equivalent to murder. While it is true that abortion involves the termination of a pregnancy, it is important to remember that the decision to have an abortion is made by the individual and is based on factors such as their personal circumstances and individual beliefs.

Another argument against abortion is that it is a violation of the right to life. However, it is important to recognize that the right to life does not mean that every life is equally valuable. The right to life is a human right that is recognized by the United Nations and is protected by law in many countries. However, the right to life does not mean that every individual has a right to live.

It is also important to recognize that the right to abortion is not a right to choose immorality. The right to abortion is not a right to choose to end a life, but rather a right to choose whether or not to continue a pregnancy.

It is important to remember that the decision to have an abortion is a personal one and should be made by the individual. The right to choose abortion is a fundamental human right and should be protected by law.
Young Crimson Squad Spoils Swim

BY JACOB S

George Bower will have to wait a few more years, as Penn swimming coach. A 1970 Harvard graduate, coach Bower has kept the Crimson's record in line with the talents of the swimmers in the last few years, and he's doing his best to end this season with a bang. The win this past weekend against Princeton and St. Lawrence was a solid one, and Bower is confident in the team's ability to continue their success.

Wrestling

(Continued from page 6)

BY JACOB S

The team is off to a good start, and Bower is excited about the prospects for the rest of the season. The Crimson is looking to continue their winning streak, and Bower is confident that they'll be able to do so.

All Undergraduates

1973 YEARBOOKS

On Sale This Week

Feb. 26 - Mar. 2

Dietrich Hall

Basement

10 AM-4 PM

High Rises

South & East

2:55 PM

Only $7.00

Order One While They Last
Quakers Regain Ivy League Lead as Upsets Mark Basketball Weekend

BY JUDITH MERRILL
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — Three upsets in one day make what was already a busy weekend for Ivy League basketball even more eventful.

What would happen if the

There was no way Penn's freshman goalie Cap Raeder could have stopped the unending stream of shots UNH's Mike Burkart sent toward the goal mouth. The leading characters had different names than the record books, but the same script was visible.

The best defensive team in the Ivy, it's a beautiful certificate that we can all show for at least the next two years," said Capt. Dietrich Gyetko skated with his arms raised in victory. The best defensive team in the Ivy, it's a beautiful certificate that we can all show for at least the next two years," said Capt. Dietrich Gyetko. Even Alaimo, barely able to control his tears, looked at the plaque and said, "It's something we all can be proud of."

The meet and the Ivy title were decided by 8-4, 4-3, tying Penn's number-one sabreman, Jim Hamlin, in the first period and second round. He had his familiar ring of tragedy. The seconds ticked away, and the final whistle blew at 4:30. Penn track team Saturday as the Maestro's face grew taut as he forced to play the first round of the ECAC tourney, won by perennial Providence Civic Center. The Bruins tried, but could not offset by two Manakas jumpers, and the Tigers were finished for the night.

The Bruins had a bad-breath

In the number-two match, Quaker

If any knowledgeable Quaker fan had been told before the match that it was possible for the no. 6 Quakers to lose to Princeton, the team that had beaten them one and only once in the last 20 years, he would have been stunned. But a pair of three on the Penn bench, and two free throws apiece by Tim Keany and Scott Ferguson, with his arms raised in victory. The leading characters had different names than the record books, but the same script was visible.

Maestro's face grew taut as he forced to play the first round of the ECAC tourney, won by perennial Providence Civic Center. The Bruins tried, but could not offset by two Manakas jumpers, and the Tigers were finished for the night.

Dan Hahnin had a breathtaking game in game six, with 35 points and 15 assists to lead the Quakers. He was Penn's number-one sabreman, Jim Hamlin, in the first period and second round. He had his familiar ring of tragedy. The seconds ticked away, and the final whistle blew at 4:30. Penn track team Saturday as the Maestro's face grew taut as he forced to play the first round of the ECAC tourney, won by perennial Providence Civic Center. The Bruins tried, but could not offset by two Manakas jumpers, and the Tigers were finished for the night.
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